on October 27th, 2004, Senate Bill 1336, which passed almost unanimously through the California State Legislature, was vetoed by newly elected governor Arnold Schwarzenegger. In a message to the legislature the governor wrote:

“I believe this practice needs to be more carefully reviewed and evaluated to fully ensure the safety of California’s consumers. Therefore, I am directing the Department of Consumer Affairs to conduct an occupational analysis of the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon (OMS) profession.

This analysis will allow the Department of Consumer Affairs to examine the existing training and education requirements and make an assessment as to whether the additional permit standards proposed in the bill would enable the OMS to practice safely and competently in the expanded situations allowed for by the bill.”

The department of consumer affairs (DCA) hired HZ Assessments to perform the analysis. The analysis took nearly a year to complete and was given to the DCA in May. The results of the study were glowing! In the mean time SB1336 was reintroduced by Senator Migden as SB 438.
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Editor’s Corner

Tim Silegy, DDS
Editor, of the Compass

A

hh, yet another
Fourth of July has
come and gone. The
day, and frequently
the weekend associ-
ated with it, is the official kick off to
summer. There are chili cook-offs,
barbecues, picnics, parades, the
year’s first sunburn and, of course,
fireworks! Across the nation, friends
and family get together to have fun.
We sure do have it good!

As is typical of most holidays,
we frequently find ourselves
captured in the party, that we forget
what we are supposed to be celeb-
rating. On July 4, 1776, a few men
risked their lives to take a stand for
what they believed in. From this
stand, a nation was born. Since that
time, countless lives have been lost
destroying the ideals promulgated by
our founding fathers.

The other day I caught the open-
ing scene of Stephen Spielberg’s
“Saving Private Ryan.” For those
who have not seen it, the film is a
very graphic portrayal of the Nor-
mandy invasion on D-Day. Even for
those of us numbed by the drama we
observed first hand in our training
programs, the opening sequence is
disturbing to say the least. In one
day over nine thousand lives were
lost. I once read that “these young
men gave up their tomorrows so we
could have our todays.” There is no
greater sacrifice. Mine is a lucky
generation—too young for Viet Nam
and too old for the Persian Gulf.

The motto of the United States
Military Academy in West Point,
New York, is “Duty, Honor, Coun-
try.” These words are ingrained in
young cadets through the course of
their college education. As oral
and maxillofacial surgeons, perhaps
our motto should be duty, honor,
/profession.

We truly are members of a won-
derful profession. We have the abil-
ity to make a significant difference
in the lives of our patients. We are
trained to correct dentofacial defor-
mites, administer general anesthesia
and ameliorate the pain of a tooth-
ache. Our post-doctoral training is
relatively short and we generally are
not faced with the stress of making
“life or death” decisions. And, we
got paid very well for what we do!

With every great privilege comes
an even greater responsibility. As
the complexion of health care con-
tinues to change, fewer and fewer
oral and maxillofacial surgeons are
taking hospital call—choosing
instead to focus their efforts on the
ever lucrative “teeth and titanium”
surgical practice. While I certainly
believe that we should be compen-
sated for the professional services
we provide, we also have a duty to
serve that segment of the population
that falls victim to trauma. If we
do’t, who will?

As my friend and colleague Dan
Levin satirizes in this issue of The
Compass, with fewer and fewer
oral and maxillofacial surgeons
practicing to the level of their train-
ing, perhaps we should eliminate
the “maxillofacial” from our title
and shorten our residency training
programs.

Similarly, fewer and fewer
CALAOMS members are willing
to serve in our Association’s lead-
ership. In this issue, we eulogize
Leland Reeve, a true oral surgery
mover and shaker. Lee had a vision
for our profession and gave much of
himself to see this vision become
a reality.

Please don’t take everything
we have gained as a profession for
granted. We are where we are today,
because of the men and women who
came before us. Regardless of your
“type” of practice, recognize that
these individuals sacrificed many
hours of their free-time, fighting
for the privileges we have today.
Without them, we wouldn’t have the
freedom to practice as we choose.

OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS
Continued from Page 1

The HZ Assessments’ analysis
titled “Examination Of Existing
Educational And Training Require-
ments For Oral And Maxillofacial
Surgeons” is a 79 page document
that thoroughly addresses the is-
sues charged by the Governor. The
conclusions of the analysis is as
follows:

“Our findings indicate that:
the additional permitted standards and
credentialing process proposed in
Senate Bill 438 would enable the
OMSs to practice safely and com-
petently. Our conclusion is based on
a thorough review of OMS educa-
tion, training, experience, required
credentials to be submitted; and,
a review of current practice that
includes the procedures cited in the
bill.

We found that OMSs have suf-
ficient education, training, and ex-
perience to perform elective facial
cosmetic procedures. While there
may be some variation in the offer-
ings of the training programs, recent
graduates of residency or post-
graduate fellowship programs have
completed comprehensive programs
of study that provide them with a
solid foundation to perform cosmetic
procedures and the clinical skills to
obtain documentation of their
skills. Practitioners who are already
providing elective facial cosmetic
surgical services have proven their
clinical competence to perform the
procedures. Practitioners who fulfill
the requirements in either pathway
must submit credentials for medical
staff membership to a credentialing
committee which evaluates their
fitness for active status.

We were cognizant of the fact
that in order to be granted medical
staff membership, a credentialing
committee of a licensed general
acute care hospital would conduct a
thorough review of practitioner cre-
dentials. Here, OMSs would submit
extensive credentials documenting
their education, training, surgical
privileges, and active status on the
staff of a licensed general acute care
hospital, to the hospital’s credential-
ing committee. In eight of the nine
facilities that we surveyed, OMSs
would be required to obtain surgical
privileges for facial cosmetic proce-
dures through the same privileging
process as other surgeons—after
obtaining additional education and
training specific to the privilege
requested. Documentation of mal-
practice insurance and professional
liability claims history would be a
required part of their application for
medical staff membership.

We viewed the permitting pro-
cess as similar to the privileging
process at a licensed acute care
hospital. Both involve a multidis-
ciplinary committee to make the
final check of an applicant’s quali-
fications. Senate Bill 438 clearly
specifies that a multidisciplinary
credentialing committee comprised
doctors; and three board certifi-
ced surgeons (one OMS must be a physi-
cian and surgeon) would be charged
with reviewing qualifications of all
applicants. Thus, only qualified
OMSs would be authorized to obtain
the permit.

It should be noted that the
Dental Board of California would
be required to solicit input and
recommendations regarding mem-
ers of the credentialing committee
from a variety of sources including
the Medical Board of California,
the California Dental Association,
CALAOMS, the California Medi-
cal Association, and the California
Society of Plastic Surgeons.

In conclusion, we found that
the proposed permitting process
provides for many checks and bal-
ances including reviews by hospital
credentialing committees for surgi-
cal privileges, reviews by hospital
committees for staff membership,
and possession of malpractice in-
surance. The checks and balances
ensure that only qualified OMSs
would be authorized to obtain the
permit.”

SB 438 has since passed through
the Senate, and the Assembly with
an almost unanimous vote. It then
went back to the Senate for con-
firmation with one small change.
As The Compass goes to print, the
Bill once again has reached the
Governor’s desk for consideration.
With the training, experience and
capacity of oral and maxillofacial
surgeons substantiated by the study
he requested, CALAOMS is hopeful
of a positive outcome.

The full HZ Assessments’ analysis
can be found at:
www.calaoms.org/analysis.pdf
**President's Message**

By Gerald Gelfand, DDS
President, CALAOMS

**A PERFECT (OMS) WORLD: zzz...zzz...zzz!**

**W**ow! What a day I just had.

First of all, the Governor called to say, “My bad”. He apologized for doubting the qualifications of credentialed oral and maxillofacial surgeons to do facial cosmetic surgery. He said he had no idea about the type and extent of the training which we receive. As he put it, “Who knew, you’re like real doctors.” He confided that he was led astray about us by some medical friends and forgot about the public interest for a moment. He told me he was sincerely sorry for putting us through all this again despite the overwhelming support of the legislature and he will be making a public comment to that effect.

Following the call, I drove to the airport and flew to Sacramento to sit in as the Speaker of the Assembly read a proclamation adopted unanimously by both houses of the legislature. It said that OMSs are highly trained and uniquely skilled practitioners in the delivery of outpatient anesthesia services. It went on to add that they have been providing anesthesia services in a safe and cost effective manner for many years and are experts in the delivery of outpatient general anesthesia affirming the vital service that they provide to thousands of patients every week. And they police themselves, too, having done so for years. It added that nothing should infringe on the right of OMSs to continue to provide the safe administration of outpatient anesthesia while operating on their patients. In short, they agreed with Carly Simon: Nobody Does It Better.

Then COMDA called to say they had it all wrong and they realize that on-the-job training is an appropriate alternative pathway toward becoming a Registered Surgical Assistant. They have determined that CALAOMS members have done an exemplary job of training OMS assistants and are clearly quite capable of continuing to do so and therefore they’ve decided to now support SB 1541 (Duchen). “You guys have been giving successful assistants programs for a very long time in addition to OJT”, the caller said. “Who knew? You should have told us.” I thought we did...........a lot.

This was turning out to be one of the best days of my life. I even considered buying a lottery ticket but thought a flight to Vegas for the night might be better. Oh well, no hasty decisions since the day’s not over yet. Can it get better or will it crash?

A spokesperson for the insurance industry announced today that all dental HMO plans will double their OMS fee allowance effective tomorrow. She said that they have come to understand that the fees are currently much too low and it’s not fair to the practitioner. She added that the insurance industry just wants to provide what’s best for its insured’s and compensate the OMS fairly for his/her services. To that end, prior authorization will no longer be required. The patient and OMS will decide on the best treatment and proceed as soon as they’d like. She went on to say that all PPOs will immediately adjust their fee schedules to the OMSs UCR. Lastly, she reported that they will “slash” their CEO’s yearly bonus by 10% to pay for the additional cost. Though this is not expected to cause a hardship for any of the CEO’s, one did complain he may need to get rid of one of his yachts.

Then to top it off, when I got back to the office from Sacramento, my office manger tells me she needs to talk to me. Better hold that lottery ticket since that’s usually a precursor to bad news so I figure my karma is about to hit. But lo and behold, she told me we’ve just been too darn busy and we’re making too much money and we need to do something soon. Boy, what a problem. I asked her, don’t all OMSs have this problem? Let’s call some friends and see what they’ve done. She just rolled her eyes and told me we need to schedule heavier (NO WAY), or move to a bigger office (yeah, at age 60 at the same location for 28 years I need the stress and hassle of moving my office) or hire an associate or two as well as more staff. If I keep making so much money, she said, I’m going to have a major tax problem next year and I’d think about rethinking this whole thing for a month (and why should next year be different than any other year?) with this unplanned level of additional income. All those patients who tell you how they’re buying your next Mercedes may finally be right. She suggested just closing down the office for a month to keep a lid on the income (only my office manager could come up with that one) but that certainly won’t help those hundreds of patients clamoring to get in. Oh, well, I’ll just have to deal with that problem.

**New ABOMS Diplomates**

Congratulations to the following OMS from California who are new 2006 Diplomates to the American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. The list includes:

- Paul Anderson, DDS, MD
- Brian Bast, DMD, MD
- Michael Chan, DDS
- Chien "Brian" Cheng, DDS, MD
- Tony Chi, DMD
- Keyoumars Izadi, DDS
- Grace Lee, DMD, MD
- Daniel Mobati, DDS, MD
- Alan Shelhamer, DDS
- Sharad Sohoni, DDS, MMSc
- John Tomaich, DDS
- Robert Wagner, DMD, MD
- Trent Westerhoff, DMD, MD

Certification by the ABOMS is the “crowning achievement in the educational process because it indicates that an individual who has attained this recognition cares about defining and improving their level of knowledge,” stated ABOMS President Dr. Edward Ellis III.
In February of 2006, the CALAOMS Board of Directors polled you, the CALAOMS members to find out if you felt it was in the best interest of your Association to purchase office condominium space for the CALAOMS Central Office. The response and feedback was overwhelming positive. We have purchased a new office condominium that is large enough to meet our office space needs for the next twenty years.

We paid for the office shell with cash from our reserves. We have enough reserves remaining to meet the challenges ahead. Even though we paid for the building outright, we still have over $300,000 in tenant improvement costs ahead of us.

It was with our financial security in mind that we initiated the “Case of Thirds” campaign. We ask every member to make a donation to the building. This donation can be made as a pledge and paid in 4-12 monthly payments. Some of the members who have pledged $10,000 have opted for the extra payment time. Any donation is appreciated and we will work with any payment schedule that is convenient for you. We have had retired members pledge much less, but their donations demonstrate their faith in our profession and our association, CALAOMS.

Many members have asked if a donation to the building is tax deductible. According to our accountant, yes; if written from your business account, your building donation can be deducted as a business expense.

We are early in our campaign and have already received $81,000 with an additional $31,500 in pledges. Everyone who contributes will have their name engraved on the CALAOMS Sponsorship Plaque that will be displayed in your new central office. You will also receive recognition in the Compass and on your name tag as a sponsor.

We want to thank you for the remarkable response so far. We look forward to serving you from our new office and we invite you to support this forward thinking project and become a part of the “Case of Thirds” campaign today. Please call the central office and make your pledge today.

The CALAOMS would like to recognize and thank the following members for contributing to the Building Fund:

Ali Alijanian  David Cummings  Murray Jacobs  Daniel Miller  Elliott A. Smart
Robert Allen  Mary Delsiol  Robert Jarvis  Rex Moody  Brian Smith
Joseph Anthony  Dennis Dettomasi  Alan H. Kaye  Larry More  Jerold Sorensen
Stanley Baker  Craig B. Dever  Nestor Karas  Robert Mower  Albern Spoolstra
Richard E. Barsan  Jeff Donlevy  Robert S. Kiken  Michael Mullen  Elgan Stumper
Henry Bennett  Michael Doucet  Joseph S. Kim  David Nicholls  Jon Eric Steffensen
Richard Berger  Dean L. Duncan  Roger Kingston  Ronald Northrop  Edward Stoddard
Brian Blalock  Erick Eklund  Bryan Krey  Blair Ota  Marwood Stout
Craig Bloom  Deborah Figesgold  Kierian B. Kuklok  Howard Park  Neal Swaun
John Boghossian  Steve Flesch  Mark Ko  David Perrott  Ron Takahashi
John Bond  Harrison Fortney  Michael LaPuma  Michael C. Phillips  James A. Tamborello
C.R. Breckenridge  Gerald Gelfand  Peter Lam  Norman Pokras  Theodore Tanabe
Elmer H. Brown  David Gilbert  Pritchard Lam  Robert Posk  Paul J. Tiernan
George Brownridge  Loretta Gilmore  R. Dean Lang  Sanford Ratner  J. Alex Toamich
Ralph Buoncristiani  John W. Given  Bac Le  Richard Robert  Gerald P. Unhold
Robert Byers  Evan S. Gold  Steve Leighy  Thomas Love  Eric M. Wallace
Michael Cadra  Keith Gronback  H. Kenneth Lyons  John J. Lytle  Jerry Wang
George Caldemeyer  Gregory Hailey  John J. Lytle  Richard Rog  D. John Webb
Gary H. Chan  Randall W. Halliday  R. Dean Lang  Nicholas Rota  Robert Wheeler
William C. Chan  Paul Hansen  Bach Le  Neal Roths  Monty Wilson
Tony T. Chi  Gerald Hanson  Steve Leighy  Thomas Love  Bruce Whitcher
Tony Chu  Andrew Harsany  H. Kenneth Lyons  John J. Lytle  Rick Yamada
Tony Chung  Gregory Heise  John J. Lytle  Nicholas Rota  Thomas Ying
Jeffrey Clayton  Lee Heldt  Lester Machado  Neal Roth  Roland Young
Neal Cole  P. Thomas Hiser  Charles McCullum  Steven Rowan  Thomas Ying
David Cordoba  A. Thomas Indresano  Terry McCarthy  Terrance Rust  Neal Swaun
Mark Cox  Richard Jackson  Ian S. McDonald  John Searcandia  Ron Takahashi
Daniel Miller  Rex Moody  Larry More  Robert Mower  Albern Spoolstra
Elliott A. Smart  Brian Smith  Jerold Sorensen  Albern Spoolstra  Elgan Stumper
Jeff Donlevy  Michael Mullen  David Nicholls  Edward Stoddard  Marwood Stout
Joseph S. Kim  Roger Kingston  Ronald Northrop  Blair Ota  Neal Swaun
Henry Bennett  Dean L. Duncan  Bryan Krey  Howard Park  Ron Takahashi
Richard Berger  Erick Eklund  Deborah Figesgold  Kierian B. Kuklok  James A. Tamborello
D.C. Breckenridge  Gerald Gelfand  Peter Lam  Michael C. Phillips  Theodore Tanabe
Elmer H. Brown  David Gilbert  Pritchard Lam  Norman Pokras  Paul J. Tiernan
George Brownridge  Loretta Gilmore  R. Dean Lang  Sanford Ratner  J. Alex Toamich
Ralph Buoncristiani  John W. Given  Bac Le  Richard Robert  Gerald P. Unhold
Robert Byers  Evan S. Gold  Steve Leighy  Thomas Love  Eric M. Wallace
Michael Cadra  Keith Gronback  H. Kenneth Lyons  John J. Lytle  Jerry Wang
George Caldemeyer  Gregory Hailey  John J. Lytle  Richard Rog  D. John Webb
Gary H. Chan  Randall W. Halliday  R. Dean Lang  Nicholas Rota  Robert Wheeler
William C. Chan  Paul Hansen  Bach Le  Neal Roths  Monty Wilson
Tony T. Chi  Gerald Hanson  Andrew Harsany  Gregory Heise  Bruce Whitcher
Tony Chu  Lee Heldt  P. Thomas Hiser  A. Thomas Indresano  Rick Yamada
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Identity Theft: Why Doctors Should Be Especially Vigilant

By Barbara Worsley

One of the newest and most devastating crimes to come down the information superhighway is identity theft. Oral surgeons may not be at greater risk than anyone else for having their identity stolen, but all doctors make appealing and vulnerable targets for crooks familiar with the medical industry’s billing and payment practices.

For example, California’s Bureau of Medi-Fraud and Elder Abuse (BMFEA) has uncovered several elaborate schemes in which thieves steal the identities of providers and patients to defraud the Medi-Cal program of millions of dollars.

Increasingly Widespread Problem

The term identity theft (also known as identity fraud) refers to any crime in which someone wrongfully obtains and uses another individual’s personal data to commit a fraud or deception, typically for economic gain. Identity theft usually involves two victims: the person whose information is stolen and used, and the commercial victim who is cheated out of services, merchandise or money.

In 1998, identity theft was criminalized by federal law through the “Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act.” Violations of the measure may be investigated by any federal investigative agency—including, but not limited to, the United States Secret Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the United States Postal Inspection Service and the Office of the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration.

Violations are prosecuted by the Department of Justice. In most cases, the crime carries a maximum term of 15 years imprisonment and/or a fine and forfeiture of any personal property used, or intended to be used, to commit the offense.

A large and growing number of people suffer significant financial and emotional harm from the crime. More than half of all complaints the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) tracked in 2003 concerned identity theft. Some 215,000 cases were reported to the FTC in 2003, up from approximately 162,000 the previous year.

The agency estimates that in 2002 alone, the U.S. had nearly 10 million identity theft victims. Over the past five years, the total number in the country has been a staggering 27.3 million.

Between April 2003 and April 2004, “phishing”—one of the newest scams in identity theft—cost victims more than $1.2 billion. Phishing involves identity thieves sending out e-mails that appear to be from nationally known businesses and other legitimate-sounding entities, asking the recipients to verify their user name, account number and access code. According to recent research, these scams fool one in 20 people.

In the past, the main ways to carry out identity theft were by stealing purses, retrieving credit card applications from the mail or trash, or engaging in computer hacking. No longer. A 2002 study conducted by the Chicago-based credit bureau Trans-Union Corp. indicated that most cases now involve the theft of personal information by employees.

In other words, they’re likely to be inside jobs committed by dishonest people in positions with access to people’s personal information.

According to Joanna Crane, manager of the Identity Theft Program at the FTC, many thefts are committed by individuals who are authorized to be on company property but who should not have access to such sensitive data. Indeed, some temporary workers actually seek to be hired in order to steal personal information. In other cases, long-term employees sell personal data to crime rings, which then use it to commit fraud.

Criminal Prosecution Under HIPAA

Recently, a medical technician at the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance was sentenced to 16 months in prison, making him the first person to be criminally prosecuted for violating the privacy provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

The technician will also be required to pay $15,000 in restitution to the cancer patient whose name, birth date and Social Security number he used to obtain credit cards, with which he charged more than $9,000 in purchases.

“To be a vulnerable cancer patient fighting for your life, and have to cope with identity theft, is just unconscionable,” said U.S. Attorney John McKay. “This case should serve as a reminder that misuse of patient information may result in criminal prosecution.”

Measures to Help Protect Yourself

The following are some suggestions on how to protect yourself from identity theft:

• Run background checks on potential employees; implement internal financial controls in your practice.
• Ask patients to tell you if they get statements from insurers for services you did not perform.
• Keep prescription pads in a safe place; protect your Medicare, DEA and employer tax numbers.
• Shred documents containing personal information when they are no longer needed.

Perhaps most important: Give out your Social Security number only when absolutely necessary. According to the California Department of Consumer Affairs’ Office of Privacy Protection:

• You do not need to carry your Social Security card in your wallet or purse; leave it at home.
• If you’re uncomfortable giving a particular business your number, ask if they’ll accept a different form of identification.
• If a government agency requires you to give your number, the agency must disclose the legal authority underlying the requirement, as well as what the agency will do with the number.

For more information about protecting your Social Security number, log on to: www.privacy.ca.gov/sheets/cisenglish.htm.

California Attorney General Bill Lockyer urges anyone who suspects the unauthorized use of the identities of doctors and/or patients to contact BMFEA’s Hotline at 800-722-0432 and the California Department of Health Services’ Medi-Cal Fraud Hotline at 800-822-6222.
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A year ago, I attended the annual UCLA Hawaii Ambulatory Oral Surgery Conference. When speaking with one of the program directors, our own Dr. Alan Felsenfeld, he asked me if I was still taking ER backup call at my local hospitals. With some hesitancy, I informed him that after all of these years, I still was but was planning on cutting back. Alan further asked whether or not I still did orthognathics, TMJ and trauma and again I informed him that I did but began to question why in my mind. He informed me that that was good since most oral surgeons he speaks with just want to pullwisies out and put titanium sticks in. Well that's a no brainier. Most oral surgeons have a high degree of comfort with dentoalveolar surgery; most of it is done during regular business hours with little if any after hour issues and it pays well for the effort and time! I recently did a second opinion for a colleague of mine for an orthognathic surgery alleged complication. Compared to the pre-op, the result was excellent but the patient lost sight of the big picture and went on and on about miscellaneous minor problems that most likely would resolve themselves with time anyway. I just couldn't help to think that I was glad I was not the primary surgeon. The AAOMS has long advocated that oral and maxillofacial surgeons be active in the hospital and hospital emergency rooms. Yet for a lot of obvious reasons, most surgeons have begun to limit their practices to a majority of dentoalveolar procedures. Who needs to go to an ER in the middle of the night or on the weekend, especially since no one including the patient, wants to pay you for it. Orthognathic and TMJ surgery is filled with potential complications and huge liability combined with a declining insurance reimbursement rate. Fortunately, the greatest general patient need is every day plain old dentoalveolar surgery. So if the greatest need is dentoalveolar surgery and this makes up the majority of procedures for most oral surgeons then why does it take so long to train us?

A week doesn’t go by when a patient asks me “what’s a maac sillo facial?” I used to go into a lengthy discussion that the AAOMS in the mid seventies changed the official name from oral surgeon to oral and maxillofacial surgeon to reflect the full scope of our services. If this was a PR move, most patients don’t have a clue as to what maxillofacial means. I personally believe that it is a feel good term, but it is certainly much easier to say oral surgeon.

Fortunately for oral and maxillofacial surgery, there are a few surgeons who still enjoy and want to do more complicated surgeries, ER back up etc. For this group, the training time is critical. But perhaps we should have two tiers, those being fully trained oral and maxillofacial surgeons and “exodontists” as a second tier, which would require a much shorter training time, maybe 1-2 years at the most. These guys would do the majority of dentoalveolar surgery, be a new referral source for tier one guys, be somewhat intimidated by the “real” oral surgeons but make out like bandits.

A few weeks ago, the LA Times even did a lead article about the diminishing supply of physicians for the aging and retiring baby boomers. The exodontists could fill that gap in an instant (does it really take 4 years to learn how to take teeth out?) Sounds good? Yet, maybe we all should rethink again what we are going to say to a patient when they ask what maxillofacial means. Perhaps it will help redefine whom we are as a profession, our responsibilities and more importantly our abilities to treat just about the entire spectrum of oral and maxillofacial surgery. If we as “real” oral surgeons won’t get involved with high-risk patient situations, who will? More importantly, we will need trained people to take care of us in our old age. Have a great summer. DL

*per OMSNIC
CALAOMS 6th Annual Meeting

California Residents who participated in the Resident Table Clinic competition at the 6th Annual Meeting in Las Vegas from left to right are as follow: Dr. Brandon Brown - Loma Linda, Dr. Jonathan Nakano - Loma Linda, Dr. Rick Rawson - Loma Linda, Dr. Mike Lypka - USC, Dr. Zachary Peacock - UCSF, Dr. Wendy Liao - Highland, Dr. Dennis Song - UCSF, and Dr. Jeffrey Elo - Loma Linda.

Congratulations to the winners of the 3rd Annual CALAOMS Resident Table Clinic. A great effort was made by all participants and the competition was fierce. Our panel of judges had an extremely difficult time choosing the winners. Once the dust cleared the winners were revealed. First Place - Dr. Zachary Peacock, Second Place - Dr. Jeffrey Elo, Third Place - Dr. Dennis Song. Awards were presented by Table Clinic Chairman, Robert Allen, DDS.

CALAOMS President, Gerald Gelfand, DMD presents the meeting dedicatee plaque to Guest of Honor, Harold Hargis, DDS.

CALAOMS President, Gerald Gelfand, DMD presents Committeeperson of the Year Award to Bruce Whitcher, DDS (left), and Distinguished Service Award to Alan Kaye, DDS (right).

Michael Beckley, DDS discusses the merits of a topic presented by a resident at the Table Clinic, with the Compass Editor, Tim Silegy, DDS.

CALAOMS members enjoy socializing while dining on an outdoor terrace at the Wynn Resort during the Membership Banquet.

Congratulations to the winners of the 3rd Annual CALAOMS Resident Table Clinic. A great effort was made by all participants and the competition was fierce. Our panel of judges had an extremely difficult time choosing the winners. Once the dust cleared the winners were revealed. First Place - Dr. Zachary Peacock, Second Place - Dr. Jeffrey Elo, Third Place - Dr. Dennis Song. Awards were presented by Table Clinic Chairman, Robert Allen, DDS.

CALAOMS members enjoy socializing while dining on an outdoor terrace at the Wynn Resort during the Membership Banquet.
NEWS ANNOUNCEMENT

U.S. Maxillofacial Surgeons Aid Cleft Orphans in Ukraine

Between the dates of May 9-21 2006, CALAOFS surgeons, Dr. Jeff Moses, and Cranio maxillofacial surgeons, Dr. Greg Smith, and Dr. John Cacace, joined their chief nurse, Patricia Hunter R.N. and their children’s self-esteem program director, Maribel Vargas to forge the start of a new Craniofacial Surgical alliance with the surgeons of the Melechor Medical Center located in the city of Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine. Previous identification by Variety Children’s Lifeline of under-served children from three orphanages who were born afflicted with Cleft Lip and palate deformities led retired surgeon, Jeff Moses to form the team together through his public 501c-3 foundation named Smiles International, a subsidiary of the Pacific Clinical Research Foundation founded in 1987. The team was sponsored by the Variety Children’s Lifeline, also a charitable public 501c-3 foundation dedicated to serving children’s unmet medical needs worldwide.

In addition to the continuing education symposiums which were presented to the professionals on Cleft and Craniofacial Management, the team treatment screened and treatment planned over 37 children and performed approximately 17 procedures on 10 of the children. The Smiles International Foundation sponsored a Surgical Symposium on the Management of Cleft and Craniofacial Deformities for the region’s surgeons and medical professionals. Several Rotary Clubs and private clinics received presentations by Dr. Moses in order to help organize matching grants for further equipment purchases and support. Surgical equipment, instrumentation and supplies were donated after the trip. Professional educational exchange programs are in process for the Ukrainian surgeons in order to acquaint them with our educational facilities. Biannual visits with expanded services are now established. Plans are to increase the visitation’s frequency in order to allow continuation of longitudinal surgical care for the children.

Contact Dr. Jeffrey J Moses DDS for further information at: DrJeffMoses@SmilesInternationalFoundation.org

In Memoriam

LELAND W REEVE, DMD

Leland Reeve passed away peacefully in his sleep at his Pasadena home on Friday May 12, 2006. He had been ill with pancreatic cancer since December 2005.

Dr. Reeve was born on November 19, 1926 at St Vincent’s Hospital in Los Angeles, California. Dr Reeve graduated from Long Beach Polytechnic High School with honors; Long Beach City College, AA degree; University of Redlands, BS degree with honors.

He served in the US Navy Air Corps as a pilot in World War II. The Navy put him into flight school and sent him to Kansas State Teachers College and Dartmouth. He learned to fly the F4U Corsair and F6F Hellcat. His training period lasted long enough that he was never assigned to service in the Pacific before the war ended in August 1945. He was discharged from the Navy in June 1946.

He attended the University of Southern California Graduate School in Biochemistry and the University of Oregon Graduate School in Biochemistry. He received his DMD degree from the University of Oregon Dental School and completed his Residency in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at Los Angeles County-USC Medical Center.

ELMER H. BROWN, JR., DDS


El spent his early years in Trenton, the eldest son of Elmer H. Brown, D.D.S. and Anna Walter Brown. During World War II he attended the Merchant Marine Academy in Kings Point, NY and served aboard the Cargo ship in the Pacific theater carrying dynamite for staging the invasion of Japan. After the war he attended Princeton University as a member of the class of 1948 and went on to study dentistry at Temple University. During the Korean War, he served as an oral surgeon in the Air Force, attaining the rank of captain. After discharge, he attended the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School, and was certified in oral surgery in 1956. He was the first oral surgeon on the Central Coast, practicing in San Luis Obispo from 1957 to 1991, retiring only after he “got it right.” He was a lifelong athlete (swimming, running, playing basketball, and...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Member Price</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XEMAX Headlight</td>
<td>$3,144</td>
<td>$2,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED 10 Headlight</td>
<td>$2,211</td>
<td>$1,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED 20 Headlight</td>
<td>$4,519</td>
<td>$3,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Monitors</td>
<td>$5,899</td>
<td>$4,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaq LT Monitors</td>
<td>$5,862</td>
<td>$4,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaq with ECG, BP, SpO2</td>
<td>$5,899</td>
<td>$4,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED 10 with ECG, BP, SpO2, Printer</td>
<td>$6,412</td>
<td>$5,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED 20 with ECG, Pads, Battery</td>
<td>$7,070</td>
<td>$5,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pads, Battery</td>
<td>$3,144</td>
<td>$2,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Pack</td>
<td>$318</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
El leaves his wife, Anne (Anee McGovney), children Barbara Ramirez (Ralph), Cynthia Brown, Richard Brown (Dale), Marian Bernick (Todd), and grandchildren Justin, Lauren, Christian, Alexandra, Thalia, Gus, and Elise, as well as a brother Bruce W. Brown of Vero Beach, Florida, and nieces and nephews. He is predeceased by his parents and a sister.

In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to the Rotary Scholarship Fund (P.O. Box 833, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406), Foundation for the Performing Arts Center (P.O. Box 1137, SLO, CA 93406), or the Mozart Festival (P.O. Box 311, SLO, CA 93406).

El's family wishes to thank his many friends for their ongoing love and support, and extend a special thanks to Best Care, Hospice Partners, Dick Robb (Hospice volunteer) and Pamela Berry (caregiver) for their care and kindness.

In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to the Rotary Scholarship Fund (P.O. Box 833, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406), Foundation for the Performing Arts Center (P.O. Box 1137, SLO, CA 93406), or the Mozart Festival (P.O. Box 311, SLO, CA 93406).

El's family wishes to thank his many friends for their ongoing love and support, and extend a special thanks to Best Care, Hospice Partners, Dick Robb (Hospice volunteer) and Pamela Berry (caregiver) for their care and kindness.

RAYMOND SHEARN, DDS

CALAOMS would also like to recognize the passing of Dr. Raymond Shearn. Dr. Shearn practiced oral surgery from 1948 to the early 1990s, in Northern California where he retired as a Life Member. He served in the United States Navel Reserve in the 1940s, and was President of the NC-SOMS from 1966-67. He was 84 years old. We would like to extend our condolences to the family and friends of Dr. Shearn as well as those of Dr. Reeve and Dr. Brown.

In Memoriam Continued From Page 17

scuba diving), and a booster of local school sports. After retirement he enjoyed exercising at the Avila Bay Club with the “Boys of Summer,” managing rental properties, traveling, and wine tasting. He was diagnosed with prostate cancer in 1995 and participated in several research programs at institutions around the country with the hope of extending his life and the lives of others. The knowledge of cutting-edge treatment options gained through this process made him a valuable resource for friends who developed the disease.

El served the dental community through his active involvement in the Central Coast Dental Society and the state and national oral surgery societies, and provided leadership in the Central Coast Dental Society and the state institutions around the country with the hope of extending his life and the lives of others. The knowledge of cutting-edge treatment options gained through this process made him a valuable resource for friends who developed the disease.
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San Francisco Bay Area
Oral surgeon sought by UC Davis affiliated primary care hospital system in Contra Costa County. Located in San Francisco’s East Bay close to outstanding cultural and outdoor recreational opportunities. New hospital & surgical facilities in Martinez serve needs of ethnically and culturally diverse population. Part-time intermittent work to start, possibly leading to full time position. Contact Nick Cavallaro DDS at 925-370-5200 x 4388, 510-918-2159, or at NCavallaro@hsd.coconuty.us

San Jose
San Jose Oral Surgeon, in desirable area, retiring after 8 years. 3-op office, single-story Professional building. Working 4 days/week, FFS netting $600,000, collections over $1million. FP $635K Western Practice Sales 800-641-4179

San Diego, CA
Well established full-scope OMFS practice. Fully accredited JCAHO Surgery Center. Seeking an Associate, Board Certified or eligible. Please send your Resume (619)420-6645.

Sierra foothills
OMFS PRACTICE : Purchase/Buy-in. Located in the Sierra Nevada foothills-Gold Country. Outdoor recreation abounds, awesome place to live and practice. Get out of the rat race without giving up income. Well established practice. For more info. darlene4paws@msn.com

Turlock, CA
We are currently looking for an experienced Oral Surgeon to join our wonderful clinical team. The office is located in Turlock, California in the Central Valley. Full scope office including trauma and implant surgery. Excellent salary, and benefits. Flexible days. If you are interested in joining our team, fax your resume to (209) 669-8123 or email to aileen@valley-dental.com

Southern Oregon
Practice Opportunity: Our growing community needs additional BE/BC OMFS Surgeons. Ideal area to live with beautiful mountains and outstanding recreational, educational and cultural opportunities. Modern oral surgery building located adjacent to expanding regional medical center will be available for lease Spring ’06. Excellent opportunity for OMS desiring to relocate or recent graduate. Please call 541 944-2140 or e-mail glksabre@aol.com.

Vallejo, CA
Looking for an oral surgeon, one day a week, can earn up to $2000 a day, for more info call (925) 325-2293 or send email to Nazlaidalati@aol.com.
In a risky world, choose a partner you can count on.

Being a mountaineer involves serious risk to your physical well-being. Being an oral/maxillofacial surgeon—especially in today’s highly litigious environment—involves serious risk to your professional reputation and financial security.

Whether you’re looking for the best climber to help you reach the top of a mountain or the best insurer to help protect your oral/maxillofacial surgery practice, choose a partner you can trust.

For nearly two decades, SCPIE has been the only professional liability insurance company CALAOMS has endorsed.

To learn why and receive a free, no obligation cost estimate, go to www.scpie.com/oralsurgeon or call 800/717-5333. Do it today!